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The future of mobile 
ticketing is here



Single platform. Easy 
updates. Happy riders.

New Feature Highlights



▪ Creates a singular platform to share code base across all 
agency apps

▪ Eliminates multiple agency app versions

▪ New code base that supports future functionality

▪ Allows for much more agility to add new features

▪ New feature additions will include next bus, trip 
planning, and mobility service provider integrations

goMobile Mobility App
New Feature Highlights



▪ Market-leading user interface developed 
based upon user and agency research

▪ Highly optimized code base improves stability and app 
performance. Mobility App is built with native code 
relying on services that live outside of the app. This means 
certain changes can be made to the app without an app 
update.  

▪ Pain-free and faster fare updates

▪ New features including Google Pay, Apple Pay, 
intelligent ticket retrieval, and faster re-purchasing

goMobile Mobility App
New Feature Highlights



what’s new

New payment 
methods 
including Apple 
Pay and 
Google Pay

Riders can now 
take advantage of 
device-supported 
payment methods, 
reducing steps to 
make purchases.

iOS Android



what’s new

Split Payment

Users can now split 
payment between 
two payment 
methods.



what’s new

Payment 

Nicknames

Nicknames help 
users organize 
payment methods 
with optional 
nickname fields 
(e.g. “Personal”, 
“Work”). 

To prevent a 
frustrating failed 
payment, we also 
let users know 
when their card is 
about to expire. 



what’s new

Buy Again

Users can 
repurchase a 
previous ticket by 
selecting “Buy 
Again”. 

This capitalizes on 
riders’ repetitive 
nature.



what’s new

Opt-in Secure 

Purchasing

The Mobility App 
allows riders to 
have additional 
security options to 
protect purchase 
ability, such as 
Touch ID, 
fingerprint 
authentication, 
Face ID, or 
password.



what’s new

Intelligent 

Ticket Retrieval 

Users no longer 
need to proactively 
move their tickets 
from an old device 
to new one or call 
support if they’ve 
lost their device. 

Right within the 
ticket hub, users 
can retrieve tickets 
from another 
device in just one 
tap.



what’s new

Simplified Multi-

rider 

Functionality

Improved user 
interface allows a 
rider to more easily 
activate multiple 
tickets at one time.



what’s new

Introducing 

the redesign

Upon update, VIA
Bus users will see 
introduction 
screens. These 
screens will quickly 
guide them through 
key changes.



Single platform. Easy 
updates. Happy riders. 
Modern design.

VIA goMobile Mobility App
Interface Improvements



Mobility App
Demo

In Production on 
iOS and Android

In Production on
iOS and Android

In Production on 
iOS and Android

Demo of VIA 
goMobile 
beta



Trip Tools Roadmap
Future Product Development

Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Transit Next Time Arrivals

A-to-B Trip Planning

Favorite Places

Transit Ticketing 
Integration

1 2 3 10 11 124 5 610 11 12 7 8 9

MSP Support (Look-Only)



Thank you. 


